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THE CONCEPT OF COGNITIVE SYSTEM 
AND THE NATURE OF COGNITION

Cognitive agents, natural versus artificial cognition, cognitive systems, 
machine learning and AI, paradigms of cognition, examples of cognitive 
systems and applications.
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Summary

• Coffee break

– Second session ( 9:20 – 11:00 )

• Cognitive applications

• Working definition of cognition

• Types of cognitive systems

• Design of cognitive systems
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Cognitive systems

• Foundations versus techniques
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“Cognitive” applications
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Building cognitive applications

• Technical steps
– Conceptual design

• Uses  what for ?
• Use  how ?

– Pre-project
• Functional specification  what it does ?
• Foundational specification  how to accomplish ?

– Project
• Formal specification  (cognitive) architecture
• Design specification  choice of methods
• Project formalities  contract, deadline, costs

– Design
– Implementation
– Tests
– Application deployment
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Cognitive applications

• Companies are advertising and selling 
applications labeled as “cognitive”.

– As pointed before, to offer a product that is a 
cognitive application suggests

• It was conceived, designed and tested assuming that 
these steps were founded on a clear view of what is 
cognition.  
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“Cognitive” applications

• McKinsey
– How cognitive technologies are transforming our capital markets

• by Darshan Shandarana, Fuad Faridi and Christina Schulz  McKinsey Insights, 
July 2017

• Deloitte
– Cognitive technologies: The real opportunities for business

• by David Schatsky, Craig Muraskin, And Ragu Gurumurthy   Deloitte Review 16, 
2015

• IBM
– Computing, Cognition and the future of knowing

• By John E. Kelly III
IBM Research & Solutions: Computing Cognition White Paper, 2015

• KPMG
– Harnessing the power of cognitive technology to transform the audit

• By M. Macaulay, R. O’Donell, V. Swaminathan
KPMG Portfolio, 2017
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“Cognitive” applications

• McKinsey Report

– “Cognitive technologies are applications and 
machines that perform tasks that previously 
required human intelligence.”

• Deloitte Report

– “Technologies able to perform tasks traditionally 
assumed to require human intelligence, are known 
as cognitive technologies.”
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“Cognitive” applications

• IBM Report
– “Cognitive computing refers to systems that learn at 

scale, reason with purpose and interact with humans 
naturally. Rather than being explicitly programmed, 
they learn and reason from their interactions with us 
and from their experiences with their environment.”

• KPMG Report
– “When we refer to cognitive technology, cognitive 

automation, or artificial intelligence, we are really 
talking about an algorithm, or chains of algorithms, 
that enable software to absorb information, reason, 
and think in ways similar to human beings.”
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• Technical steps
– Conceptual design

• Uses  what for ?
• Use  how ?

– Pre-project
• Functional specification  what it does ?
• Foundational specification  how to accomplish ?

– Project
• Formal specification  (cognitive) architecture
• Design specification  choice of methods
• Project formalities  contract, deadline, costs

– Design
– Implementation
– Tests
– Application deployment

Building truly cognitive applications
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What is cognition

• We need a working definition of cognition…

– Why “definition” ?

– Why “working” ?

• Properties of the idea of cognition

– It is a kind of process

– It is not a simple process, but a complex one

• It is formed by a complex collection of processes
– Called cognitive processes 
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Cognitive processes

• Cognitive processes characteristics
– They deal with information

• A special kind of information
– Knowledge

• Knowledge
– Know is the root of the word “knowledge”

• It comes from the Sanskrit word gnana

• Gnana also leads to the word gnosis Greek word for 
“knowledge”

• Gnosis leads to the Latin word gnoscere (to know, to 
learn) that led to cognoscere and  cognitio
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Cognitive processes

• Cognitive processes

– Processes that deal with information

• Build knowledge from information

– Examples:

• Learning process

• Inferential process

• Decision process

– Application example: self-driving vehicle
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Example
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Situation A

Situation B

What are the essential differences
Between situations A and B ?

Images credits:
IBM Research - Ireland and University College Dublin



Example
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What are the essential differences
Between situations A and B ?

Driving agent

Knowledge source

Images credits:
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Concept of cognition

• Cognition is based on cognitive processes

– A cognitive process is a process that builds 
knowledge from information

– But there’s more about cognition…

• Cognition is the way to improve autonomous 
action

– The agent executes the action…

• … based on the knowledge available

– The agent has the autonomy
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Concept of cognition (cont.)

• Working definition of cognition

– Cognition is a system of processes that yield the 
build of knowledge and shape its use.

• The processes that build knowledge are called cognitive 
processes.

• So:

– Cognition is a system of cognitive processes that 
shapes its use.

• Cognitive system

– Is a system that builds knowledge. 
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Cognitive Systems

• Two kinds of cognitive systems
– Cognitive agent
– Cognitive tool

• Cognitive agent
– The agent is the entity capable of executing action
– If the agent is capable of build the knowledge required to 

execute the action  cognitive agent
– Otherwise it is a non-cognitive agent

• Cognitive tool
– Is a cognitive system (builds knowledge) that doesn’t 

execute the actions (based on the knowledge it built)
– The cognitive tool provides knowledge to an agent to act.

• This agent can be cognitive or non-cognitive.
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Example
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Driving agent
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Cognitive systems

• Data analytics software are cognitive tools

– They build knowledge for the users 

• The users are the agents
– They will perform the actions based on the knowledge

• Exercise: what kind of cognitive systems are 
the following:

– Smart voice assistants

– Chatbots

– Robot (autonomous)
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Building cognitive applications

• Technical steps
– Conceptual design

• Uses  what for ?
• Use  how ?

– Pre-project
• Functional specification  what it does ?
• Foundational specification  how to accomplish ?

– Project
• Formal specification  (cognitive) architecture
• Design specification  choice of methods
• Project formalities  contract, deadline, costs

– Design
– Implementation
– Tests
– Application deployment
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Course project
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This is all for today.

See you next week !
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• Reference:
Kogler Jr., J.E. - Cognitive is the new hype word , 
available online at Wordpress,  April 2018.

Pdf available online at Research Gate

https://kogler.wordpress.com/2018/04/21/cognitive-is-the-new-hype-word/
https://www.researchgate.net/publication/335210285_Cognitive_is_the_new_hype_word

